Towards the Next Manufacturing Revolution
12 September, 2012 | 9am - 3pm | Theatre for the Arts, Nanyang Polytechnic

EPIC 2012 is a seminar jointly organized by the Singapore Manufacturers' Federation (SMa) and Nanyang Polytechnic (NYP). The seminar brings together leading industry practitioners, technology experts, and academia who will share on the theme **Towards the Next Manufacturing Revolution**. An annual highlight for SMa members and the manufacturing practitioners, the 2012 seminar will generate much networking and collaboration opportunities for the industry and the institutions to move towards phenomenal changes in the manufacturing industry.

**Who should attend?**
CEOs and management as well as staff involved in business development, product life cycle and project management.

**Highlights of the Seminar include:**
- **Shareings & Presentations by Leading Experts/Speakers**
  - "Third Industrial Revolution & Additive Manufacturing"
    Ms Katrien Lenaert, CEO, Materialise Malaysia Sdn Bhd
  - "Manufacturing Technology Innovation at Rolls-Royce"
    Dr David Low, Chief of Manufacturing Technology –Singapore, Rolls Royce Singapore Pte Ltd
  - "Rapid Technology Acquisition & Deployment"
    Dr. Jim Li, President/CEO, JSB Tech
  - "Digital Manufacturing"
    Mr Oliver Edelmann, Sales & Marketing Director, Concept Laser GmbH, Hofmann Innovation Group
  - "Open Innovation in Manufacturing Industries"
    Prof Arcot Desai Narasimhalu, SMU
  - "Beyond ERP in Manufacturing"
    Mr Rama Javanty, Solutions Manager, Microsoft Dynamics Singapore
  - "Increasing Productivity with Totally Integrated Automation"
    Mr Dominique Chibault, Product Manager, Siemens Automation

- Business networking opportunities
- NYP and SMa Partners showcase
- Choice of a Technology Centre Tour or a Teaching Enterprise Tour

For more details, please go to [http://www.nyp.edu.sg/web/epic](http://www.nyp.edu.sg/web/epic)

For registration and enquiries to our FREE seminar, please contact the following:

**For SMa guests, please contact:**
Ms Gillian Lim  |  DId: 6826-3078  |  Mobile: 9459-5050
Email: gillianlim@smafederation.org.sg

**For NYP guests, please contact:**
Ms Agnes Goh  |  DId: 6550-0409  |  Email: agnes_goh@nyp.gov.sg
Ms Liang Paik Yee  |  DId: 6550-0879  |  Email: liang_paik_yee@nyp.gov.sg

Jointly organised by:
[Logo of Nanyang Polytechnic]  [Logo of Singapore Manufacturers' Federation]  [Logo of Singapore Innovation Promotion]